things up: "The years following 1989 will be defined in every literary history as a period of groping historical and political selfquestioning" (Isenschmid 173) . Sarah Kirsch also, although known primarily as a lyric poet, was principally attracted in these years to prose genres, where she focuses on mundane matters like the politics of the day, global warming, and details of an author's life such as giving public readings. One could call this prose diary-like sketches, or one could state things differently, stressing its calculated "lack of structure": "The condition of Germany on the way to unification is evoked in this prose as a structured chaos via the compositional principle of leaving materials in the rough" (Frtihwald). This statement refers to the volume Chaff. However differently critics reacted to Kirsch's diary-like prose volumes Chaff Vibrating Turf, and The Simple Life, they were almost always in agreement in stressing their "unformed" quality. The unmistakable mingling of the most tender and intense images with brash jargon and archaic mannerism, in a word the famous polyphony of the "Sarah-sound," has lost some of its subtlety, this is true of the poetry as well as the prose. The reader of Kirsch' s recent works asks herself whether and to what extent the poet has been, in the aftermath of 1989, trapped, shaken, or even crippled by her social-existential past. Does Kirsch's theme of global uprootedness on an exhausted "Kratzeplaneten" 'mangy planet' (E 6 ) seem overshadowed by the petty, provincial disputes of the new Germany? Do the controversies over literature, the violence against foreigners, and the "Stasi"-debates reopen the old wounds about the former "Landchen" (i.e. the GDR), wounds long thought to be closed? When asked in a 1993 interview whether "peaceful social life in Germany was endangered," Kirsch expressed her horror: "Winn, Solingen-those are monstrous events. It was inconceivable that something like that could be possible again so soon after World War II. It is a dreadful thing to realize that we can't learn from any past experience, indeed that no history book is of any use" (Kachelriel3) . The effort it costs her to move beyond her shock and beyond the psychological injuries endured in the GDR is evident in Kirsch's works since the Wende and is suggestively mirrored in the abrupt enjambments and tense syntax of the poem "Fliichtig" ("Fleeting") from Erlking's Daughter: . . . ver-/ GiB! Und mache dich / Hart. So kannst du / Von Erde berichten" `. . . for-/ get! And make yourself / hard. Then you can / report about earth' (E 17).
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 21, Iss. 1 [1997] , Art. 9 http://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol21/iss1/9 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415. 1413 Kirsch's reactions to "deutschdeutsches Gewese" `Germangerman brouhaha' (SL 35) , expressed in numerous prosepieces and poems, are not always aesthetically worked through. They are fragmentary and seem, in their "fleetingness," to be linked to the thematics of flight that is so central to the poet. They are "new": often aggressive, bitter, resigned, untypically "without character" in times that are still "unstructured and without character. political, personal, historical, and natural themes, had moved many a critic to praise the poet as the "greatest" (Kaiser) of contemporary lyricists, indeed as "DrosteHiilshoff s younger sister" (Reich-Ranicki) . Yet what Sarah Kirsch offers us in her last book of poems, texts of journeying, experiencing, and observing nature, has been labeled by the critics as "more prosaic, more political than in previous collections" (Heimberger) , as "feeling its way in close proximity to prose" (Schmidt) . Is Cola cans on gulls' corpses the fading moon moving quickly between copulating clouds shows its highest admiration for the albatross as it comes up from the south while Jupiter shines above the cowshed later on the drilling rig. Happy New Year! cry the distress rockets and the boy from BUsum is never found the crows fall black apples from the single tree.
"Serious assignations" draining into mere affairs on shaky ground evoke thoughts of flight. In its multiple refractions the imagery connotes the creative process itself, the destruction of the planet, a sense of exile from the epoch and, last but not least, Kirsch's traumatic move to the west together with her horror at a political past which the poet feels impelled to confront repeatedly. The thematics of journeying and flight is of course nothing new in Sarah Kirsch's work. In her early writing it suggested a generally critical questioning of the GDR-state, to which the poet at the time professed a cool loyalty. These thematics also mirror an "intense, non-ideological concept of freedom" (Widmer 80) ; as the poet formulated them in a 1979 interview, they express a passionate "longing for the world, the longing to be at home everywhere. . . . I live by the discovering, the possessing of ever new landscapes " (Ester 108 ). This impulse is also manifested so pervasively in her works written in the West that critics have called her a "travelartist": "The clash between restlessness and the need for roots, between freedom and commitment, in however many guises it may appear, is essential for Kirsch as travel-poet." (Figge 182) . The urge to travel as it is formulated in her most recent work, however, leaves no doubt that it derives from disillusion and is to compensate for disillusion. A five-line text "Leicht" 'Light' (E 64) ("Missionary Journeys") or "Alphabetisierungsreisen" ("Literacy Promotions" S 19, 30)-in both divided and reunited Germany, leaving no doubt that the poet confronts her eastern audience unsparingly and has never learned to love her public in the West.
With her allergic reaction to the "Germangerman brouhaha" of political restructuring, the poet opts increasingly for "Ortsverschiebungen" 'transplantations' (S 53) to foreign places: "Sitze auf ner danischen Insel, weil ich nichts Deutsches mehr horen kann." 'I sit on the Danish island because I can't endure to hear more about things German' (S 41). A network of metaphors involving flight, escape and a "swan's shape" (Schw 29, 31) invokes the past of the GDR and the trauma of her emigration in 1977 in the wake of the Biermann-events: "Das Landchen es hat mich geknebelt und schikaniert. Ich kann alles bloB in die Entfernung rticken und mich immer wieder begliickwtinschen daB ich mit Moses entkam." 'That little country muzzled and harassed me. All I can do is push these things away from me and congratulate myself over and over that I passed over with Moses' (SL 89 (R 27) Certainly the cause of the poet's foreign journeys after the Wende is not only to be found in her renewed experience of the persistence of anti-democratic power; rather it must be linked to a general artistic restlessness, to attempts at self-discovery, even, in one critic's view, to boredom "because the peaceful idyll of Schleswig-Holstein sometimes gets on her nerves" (Hartung) . What is certain is that she becomes "flUchtig" 'flighty': "Ich ging vor mir / Auf and davon sprach / Auf mich ein: ver-/ giB! Und mache dich / Hart." 'I fled from / myself and lectured / myself about it: for -/ get! And make yourself / hard' (E 17); and she means to thrust this problem into the foreground. It 
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http://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol21/iss1/9 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1413 the disillusionments following the patriotic exuberance of the wars of liberation" (Schmitt) . Yet an expressive gesture reminiscent of philosophical poetry is repeatedly renewed. The sober investigation of the poet's own "zusammengestotterten Lebens" `sputteringly produced life' ("Two Magpies" E 43), with its breaks and fresh starts, is coordinated, in this artistic mode, with a specific sensuous experience, yet the image appears de-poeticized. In "MalmOer Segen" ("Blessing at Malmo" E 31), for example, "Nachti-Gallen" ("Nightin-gales") function as a starting-point for reflection on the freedom-euphorias and urge to travel felt by Baltic poets. The poet manifests obvious elective affinities, but comes up with a "warning" (Reinke) . The The theme of going under on shifting ground, of the impossibility of flight or liberation and of individual abandonment within a global chaos becomes concentrated, in Erlking's Daughter, into a single, constantly renewed gesture of death and departure: "Jetzt wo der Planete vergeht / Darf ich Abendstern sagen" 'Now that the planet is dying / I may invoke the evening star' ("Wolken," "Clouds" E 46). The artist seems to feel herself at the limit of her powers and contemplates the world without her characteristic tone of resistant self-irony. As if buried alive the lyric persona lies "stretched beneath the ice," as if paralyzed stumbles into the zone of the "angel" (E 57)-a horrifying experience of alienation against which Kirsch had defiantly struggled in the various "angel" poems of her career. To the resistant gesture of the affirming Rilke-"Praise the World to the Angel" from the ninth Duino Elegy-Kirsch responds in her most recent volume of poetry with an attitude of total hopelessness that, on this "frozen earth," can only be rendered into imagery of inexorable freezing: "Ich bin totenblaB wie / Gefallener Schnee" 'I am deathly pale like / fallen snow' ("Engel," "Angel" E 57).
From this perspective of "Spalten im Eis und im Hire ("cracks in the ice and in the brain" SL 90) all the fuss about the "Germangerman brouhaha" in the subsequent prose volume The Simple Life (1994) , dissolves similarly into the chaos of global unraveling. Relationships, structures, strivings of whatever kind seem here also marked by the suggestive sign of a meaningless, incoherent "affair on uncertain ground." The thought of formlessness, of the formal destructuring of prose and poetry, and of prose-poems also, is not so much implicit in this lyricizing prose as it is completely obvious; thus, whole poems from Erlking's Daughter and entire sentences from Vibrating Turf are repeated in the new volume, unhesitatingly and word for word. The poet knows it: "Gedichte Berichte Gesichte" 'Poems Reports Visions' (SL 90 
